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AN ALGEBRAIC CLASSIFICATION OF

SOME EVEN-DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL KNOTS. I

BY

M. S. FÄRBER

Abstract. The main result of the paper is the classification of simple even-dimen-

sional spherical knots in terms of their algebraic invariants.

This is the first of two papers whose aim is to give a complete solution of the

classification problem of simple even-dimensional spherical knots of codimension

two in terms of the algebraic invariants of the complement's infinite cyclic covering.

In this first article the problem will be reduced to the problem of classifying certain

algebraic objects, called P-quintets, with respect to ^-equivalence. In the second

article the algebraic problem thus obtained will be solved in the sense that to each

F-quintet we shall assign a new algebraic object, called a A-quintet, two P-quintets

being Ä-equivalent if and only if the corresponding A-quintets are isomorphic. The

modules which constitute the A-quintet will then be interpreted in terms of the

invariants of the infinite cyclic covering of the complement of the knot under

consideration. The final results in the case of fibred knots were given in [6,8] and in

the case of spherical knots were announced in subsection 8.13 of [8].

Let us briefly describe the history of the subject.

In 1970 J. Levine [14] gave an algebraic classification of simple odd-dimensional

spherical knots. He showed that the type of such knots is determined by the Seifert

matrix, considered up to S-equivalence. Later in the works of Trotter [20] and

Kearton [10] this same class of knots was described in a more invariant way in terms

of Alexander modules and Blanchfield pairings.

These fundamental papers gave grounds to hope that the algebraic description of

the class of simple even-dimensional spherical knots—the next class in order of

difficulty after Levine's simple odd-dimensional knots—could be obtained by simi-

lar methods, based on the direct isotopy of handle decompositions. This hope was

not entirely fulfilled, although certain partial results were obtained. The main

difficulty in this direction was the description of the obstructions to the isotopy of

Seifert manifold handles in the case when the knot module possesses 2-torsion. In

the absence of 2-torsion, Kearton [11] gave an algebraic classification. However, the

relationship between the algebraic object constructed in [11] and the classical knot

invariants, e.g. the Alexander modules, remained unclear. Even more particular (but
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clearer) results were obtained by Kojima [12], who considered knots with torsion-free

Alexander modules.

In 1974-1975, in the works of J. Levine [15,16] and the author [3,4] (also see the

Soviet review journal Matematika, 1974,6A675 and 9A640), new pairings' defined

on the torsion subgroups of the Alexander modules, with values in Q/Z, were

constructed. One of these pairings is defined on the middle-dimensional Alexander

module of an even-dimensional knot. In many cases in the study of even-dimen-

sional knots (see [4,16]) this pairing plays the same role as the Blanchfield pairing in

the study of odd-dimensional knots, and also must appear in the algebraic descrip-

tion of simple even-dimensional knots. As shown by Kojima [13], in the case when

the Alexander module is finite and has no 2-torsion, this pairing, together with the

Alexander module, determines the knot type entirely. However, as will follow from

the results of this paper, in the general case additional algebraic invariants are

needed. In his paper Kojima also applied methods similar to those of J. Levine.

An entirely new possibility for obtaining algebraic descriptions of knots arose in

view of the papers [5,7], where a classification of a fairly wide class of knots—stable

spherical knots—was obtained in homotopic terms. This class of knots contains both

Levine's simple knots and simple even-dimensional knots. Generally speaking, in

order to obtain the algebraic classification from the homotopy one, it is necessary to

have an algebraic description of stable homotopy type and a complete set of

algebraic invariants determining the homotopy class of a continuous map. Although

a complete solution of this problem is not provided by algebraic topology, in order

to study certain subsets of the set of stable knots it is necessary to solve this problem

for the case of special classes of spaces and maps. For example, the case of Levine

knots corresponds to the study of (q — l)-connected complexes of dimension < q

and their maps; clearly this space has the stable homotopy type of a wedge of

^-dimensional spheres and the stable homotopy class of maps of such spaces is

determined by the induced homomorphism of ^-dimensional homology. The case of

simple even-dimensional knots corresponds to a more difficult homotopy problem

which was solved in [8] (note that well-known methods of algebraic topology give the

solution of the problem considered in §§6 and 7 of [8] in the form of two successive

obstructions, which is unsatisfactory for our purpose).

The method outlined above for obtaining the algebraic classification of knots was

carried out in [8], where it yielded the algebraic classification (modulo-finiteness) of

all stable fibered knots, as well as the complete algebraic classification of simple

even-dimensional fibered knots. The same outline is followed in the present paper.

Its plan is the following. In §1 we provide certain facts from stable homotopy

theory in a form convenient for further use. In §2 we introduce the notion of

isometry, define the Ä-equivalence of isometries and give the classification of stable

knots in terms of isometries. These results are essentially a restatement of the results

of [5,7], but are given in a form more convenient for algebraic classification, the

'Although the constructions proposed by J. Levine and the author are different, it is easy to show that

they yield the same pairings.
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^-equivalence relation being presented in a more algebraic form. Further, in §3, the

homotopy results of [8] are applied to the study of dualized spaces. In the conclusive

§4 the results of all the previous sections are amalgamated, and this gives the

algebraic classification of simple even-dimensional spherical knots.

In conclusion, a few words on terminology: An «-dimensional knot is a pair

(S"+2, k"), consisting of an oriented sphere S"+2 and its closed smooth oriented

«-dimensional submanifold k. A knot is called spherical if k is a homotopy sphere.

Two knots (S"+2, k") and (S" + 2, k") are said to be equivalent (or of the same

isotopy type) if there exists a smooth isotopy of the sphere Sn+2 sending k¡ onto k2

with preserved orientations.

A knot (S" + 2, k") is called r-simple if fr/(Sn+2 - k) » ir,S\ when i < r [10]. An

«-dimensional knot is called stable if it is ([«/3] + l)-simple and « > 5 [6]. A simple

even-dimensional knot is a (q — l)-simple knot of dimension 2q (see [11]).

1. The stable homotopy category. It was established in [5,7] that the classification

problem of stable knots reduces to certain problems in stable homotopy theory. In

§2 of the present paper these problems of stable homotopy will be somewhat

reformulated. In the present section we describe the stable homotopy category most

conveniently for this purpose.

This category will be denoted by Stab0. It is a full subcategory of the category

Stab introduced by A. Dold and D. Puppe [1].

1.1. Objects of the category Stab0 are pairs of the form (X, n), where A" is a finite

CW-complex with base point and « E Z is an integer. The set of morphisms from

(X, n) to (Y, m), denoted further by figure brackets { , } is by definition the direct

limit

lim [S"+k A X, Sm+k A Y],

where A is the usual smash product, the square brackets [ , ] denoting the set of

homotopy classes and the bonding maps

[S"+k A X, Sm+k A y] ^[sn+k + ] A X, Sm+k+* A y],

appearing in the definition of the direct limit, are given by smashing with S\ The

composition of morphisms is defined in an obvious way.

The category Stab0, as well as Stab, is an additive one. Hence the usual construc-

tions for additive categories e.g. direct sums, may be carried out in it [17]. Any two

objects of Stab0 have a direct sum.

The functors ~LP, p G Z, where 2P(X, n) = (X,n + p) are defined in the category

Stab0. Clearly 2po2' = 2'+? and 2° is the identity functor.

Pairs of the form (A",0) are usually simply written as X. Then we can write 2"X

instead of (X, «). Note that for « > 0 the object I.hX is equivalent in Stab0 to the

«-fold suspension over X.

The objects of the category Stab0 will be called virtual complexes and the

morphisms S-maps. Virtual complexes equivalent to complexes of the form 2"^

with « > 0 will be called true.
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1.2. Now we shall describe, still following [1], a monoid structure of the category

Stab0.

On the set of virtual complexes we have the tensor product operation

(X, n) ® (Y, m) = (X A Y, « + m).

We can also define the tensor product of S-maps: if two S-maps

(X,n) ^(X',n')    and    (Y, m) ^ (Y', m')

are presented by the maps

/: Sn+k A X ^ S"' + k A X',       g: Sm+I A Y -> 5""' + / A Y,

respectively, then their tensor product is obtained by taking the map

fAg: Sn + k AIA Sm + I A Y -> S"'+k A A" A Sm'+I A Y'

and transforming it into the map

S„+m+k+l A X A  j _ Sn+m' + k + l A x, A   y'

by interchanging the middle terms and multiplying the homotopy class thus ob-

tained by (-l)("+"')/. Then ® will be a bifunctor Stab0 X Stab0 -» Stab0 covariant

and additive in both variables.

The commutativity of the tensor product is expressed by the existence of the

equivalence

y: (X,n) ®(Y,m) ^(Y,m) ®(X,n),

which is defined as the 5-homotopy class of the usual interchange map X A Y -» Y

A X multiplied by (-1)""'.

The associativity is expressed by the existence of the obvious natural equivalence

((X,n)®(Y,m)) ®(Z,k) -> (X, n) ® ((Y, m) ® (Z, k)).

There is also the identity object / = (5°, 0), for which there are natural equiva-

lences

I®(X,n)^(X,n),        (X,n)®I^(X,n).

1.3. For any extraordinal homology theory ht on the category of finite based

complexes, we can put h¡(X, n) — h¡_n(X) and define the action on morphisms in

an obvious way. As a result, we obtain a homology theory on Stab0, and similarly

for cohomology.

1.4. A virtual complex % = ( X, « ) will be called r-connected, where r G Z, if

H¡(%) = 0 for i =£ r. The largest such number r is called the connectivity of % and

denoted by conn %.

We shall say that the dimension of % is no greater than m if H'(%) = 0 for

i > m. The smallest such number m will be called the dimension of% and denoted by

dim%.

The number dim % — conn 9C will be denoted by length % and called the length of

9C. For zero objects of the category Stab0 (i.e. for objects (X, n) where X has the

stable homotopy type of a point), we will agree that the connectivity equals + oo, the

dimension equals -oo, and the length equals -oo. For nonzero objects %, the

dimension and connectivity are finite and length % > 0.
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1.5. Lemma. If X is a true finite complex for which length X < conn X — I, then X

is stable homotopy equivalent to the suspension over some finite true complex.

This is a standard fact (see [18, Chapter 8,exercise Dl]). Its proof may be easily

obtained from this exercise.

Lemma 1.5 implies

1.6. Corollary. Any virtual complex % with length 9C < conn % + 2 is a true

complex.

Proof. Suppose 9C = 2 "A*. We may assume that « < 0, since in the converse case

the statement is obvious. Since conn X= conn%— «, length X = length %, the

assumptions of the corollary are equivalent to length A < conn X + « + 2. Since

« < 0 we can apply Lemma 1.5, so that A ~ SA",. Then

conn A, = conn X — 1,   length A, = length A

and

length A", =£ conn A, + « + 1 + 2.

If « + 1 < 0, then we can use Lemma 1.5 again, obtaining the complex X2 satisfying

SX2 ~ A, or S2X2 ~ X. Continuing in this manner, we will get a complex A_„ for

which S~"X_n ~ A. But then % is equivalent in Stab0 to the complex X_n, which

proves the corollary.

One of the most important properties of the category Stab0 is the following

theorem on the splitting of idempotents.

1.7. Theorem. Suppose f: %-> % is a morphism in the category Stab0 such that

f2 — f. Then there exists a virtual complex % and morphisms i: ty -> % and it: % -» ty

such that ir ° i = L], and i ° ir = f.

This theorem was proved by P. Freyd [9]. The more general nonstable case was

studied by D. Edwards and R. Geoghegan [2].

2. Isometries and knots. The purpose of this section is to describe the classification

of stable knots in terms of isometries over the stable homotopy category Stab0. In

[5,7] the classification of such knots is described in the language of Seifert homotopy

pairings. The passage to the isometry language may be carried out by using the

splitting idempotents theorem.

2.1. An n-isometry is a triplet (%, u, z) consisting of a virtual complex % and

5-maps u: % ® % -> Sn+ ', z: 90 -> 9C, satisfying the following conditions:

(a) « is a Spanier-Whitehead duality,

(b)u' = (-\)"+XU,

(c)«o(z®l5t) = «o(lÄ®z).

Here u' is (by definition) u ° y, where y was defined in subsection 1.2 and

z — l§c— z. Recall that condition (a) means that for all virtual complexes & and %

the map

{&;%®%} ^{&®%,% ®S" + ]),

sending every morphism /: & -» % ® % into the morphism (\%® u)° (f® 1%), is

an isomorphism (see [1,19]).
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Remark. In [6] we already used the notion of «-isometry in a more restricted

sense. Indeed, if in the notation of [6, p. 108], we put z = (1 — f)-1, it is easy to see

that conditions (a), (b), (c) will be satisfied. Conversely, if in addition to these

conditions we require that 9C be a true complex and z be an S-equivalence, then we

can put t — 1 — z~\ where z"' is the inverse object to z in Stab0 and we get the

definition from [6, p. 108].

2.2. Two «-isometries (%v,uv,zv),v — 1,2, are called congruent, if there exists an

S-equivalence /: 9C, -» 9C2 for which u2 ° (f®f) = «, and z2 ° f = f° z,. Two

isometries (%„, uv, z„), v = 1,2, will be called contiguous if there exist 5-maps <p:

9G, - 9C2 and ^: %2 - 9C, such that

a)«2»(i«1®c) = «i«'(*®iÄ1),

(II)z2°(jp = <)P° Z,,Z,  ° l// = >//° Z2,

(III) xp ° <p = z, ° Z|, q> ° \p — z2 ° z2.

Recall that here, as above, z, = 1 — z,, z2 = 1 — z2.

Congruent «-isometries are contiguous. Indeed, if / is the equivalence, appearing

in the definition of congruence, and g is the inverse one, then we can put <p — z2° f,

\p — z, ° g, and all the conditions from the definition of contiguity will hold.

Note that in the statement of the definition of contiguity some conditions are

superfluous. For example, each of the two relations in (II) is a consequence of the

other one and relation (I). Similarly, each of the two relations in (III) is a

consequence of the other one and (I). The statement given above expresses the fact

that the contiguity relation is symmetric.

Contiguity, unlike congruence, is not an equivalence relation since it is not

transitive. The equivalence relation generated on the set of all «-isometries by the

contiguity relation will be called ^-equivalence.

2.3. Every «-isometry (9C, u, z) determines the (« + 4)-isometry (229C, v, 22z),

where v is the composition

229C®229C= (225°®9C) ® (22S°®9C) - 22S° ® 22S° ® % ® %

1®1®o
-   225°® 22S°<8> S"+l ^S"+5

the first arrow denoting the interchange (in the sense of 1.2) of the middle factors,

the second one being 1 ® 1 ® u. It is easy to check that (229C, v, 22z) is indeed an

isometry. It will be called double suspension over the given isometry and denoted by

22(9C, «, z).

Note that a similar construction on 29C does not yield an (« + 2)-isometry since

condition (b) from 2.1 will not be satisfied.

Two «-isometries are congruent (contiguous or ^-equivalent) if and only if their

double suspensions are congruent (respectively, contiguous or /?-equivalent). There-

fore classes of n-isometries with respect to congruence and with respect to .R-equiva-

lence only depend on the residue of « modulo 4.

Also note that the double suspension operation does not change the length of 9C,

but increases the connectivity by 2. By Corollary 1.6, this means that an iteration of

the double suspension gives an isometry defined on a true complex.
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2.4. The pair (%, 8), where % is a virtual complex and 0: %®%^ 5"+1 is an

S-map, is called an n-pairing. An «-pairing is called spherical, if 8 + (-l)"+1r/' is a

duality. Here 8' = 8 ° y, where y was defined in subsection 1.2.

Any «-isometry (%, u, z) determines a spherical pairing (%, 8), where 0 = u ° (\

® z). Let us check that 8 is spherical:

0 + (-l)"+V = u° (1 ®z) + (-\)"+lu'°(z® 1)

= u°(l®z) + w°(z®l) = u°(l®z) + w°(l®z") = M,

which is a duality. Here we first used the property (b), then (c) and finally (a) (see

2.1).

Conversely, every spherical «-pairing (%, 8) determines an «-isometry (%, u, z),

where u = 8 + (-l)"+l0' and z: % -» 9C is determined from the relation u ° (\ ® z)

= 8 (since « is a duality, this condition completely defines z). Then the properties (a)

and (b) of subsection 2.1 will hold trivially, while property (c) is proved as follows:

transposing terms in u ° (1 ® z) = 8 and using (b) we get u ° (z ® 1) = (-1)"+10';

now adding these two relations we find

i/o (1  <g) z) + U° (z ®  1) = U,

which obviously implies (c).

Thus, spherical n-pairings and n-isometries are in one-to-one correspondence.

Any «-pairing (%, 0) determines an (« + 2)-pairing (29C,#,), where 0, is the

composition

2(X ® 29C = (25° ® %) ® (2S° ® %) ^ 2S0 ® 25° ®%®%

i®i®0

^   2S°® 2S0®S"+I «S"+\

in which the first arrow is the interchanges S'-map described in 1.2. This pairing is

said to be the suspension of the given pairing and is denoted by 2(9C, 8). It is easy to

see that the suspension of a spherical pairing is not necessarily spherical. However,

the double suspension 22(9C, 8) preserves sphericity.

2.5. Suppose K = (S"+2, k") is an «-dimensional r-simple spherical knot and let

yn+\ r- s« + 2 be an /--connected Seifert manifold of this knot. Then as shown in

[5,7] the Seifert homotopy pairing 8: V A V -> Sn+X defines a spherical «-pairing

(V, 8). The «-isometry (V, u, z) corresponding to this «-pairing will be called the

n-isometry of the manifold V.

2.6. Theorem. The R-equivalence class of the n-isometry (V, u, z) does not depend

on the choice of the Seifert manifold V and is well defined by the type of the given

spherical knot. If 3r > n + \ > 6, then the map, sending each knot to the R-equiva-

lence class of the n-isometry of some r-connected Seifert manifold of this knot, is a

bijection of the set of isotopy types of r-simple n-dimensional spherical knots on the set

of R-equivalence classes of n-isometries given on all virtual complexes of length

=s « - 2r.

For the proof, we shall show that this theorem is a restatement of the main

theorem in [5,7]. To do this, we shall first find a relation on the set of spherical
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pairings which corresponds to continguity on the set of isometries with respect to the

bijection described in 2.4 (this relation will also be called contiguity), and then

compare the set of classes of /^-equivalence with a similar set constructed only on

true complexes and used in [5,7]. The proof of Theorem 2.6 will be concluded in

subsection 2.11.

2.7. Suppose 6X, and 902 are two virtual complexes and u: 90, ® %2 -> S"+l is a

duality. Then the S-map 8: 90 ® 90 - S"+ ', where 90 = 90, © 6X2, while 8 is given

by the matrix (qq), determines a spherical «-pairing (90,0). The «-pairings con-

gruent to «-pairings of this type will be called special.

Suppose (90„, 8V) are two «-pairings, v = 1,2. They are called contiguous (compare

[5,7]) if there exists an S-map a: 90, ® 902 -* Sn+ ' such that the S-map fc 90 ® 90 -»

S"+ ', where 90 = 90, © 902, given by the matrix

/  .,       «   i

\(-i)V   (-i)"«;/'

is special.

2.8. Lemma. Spherical n-pairings are contiguous if and only if the corresponding

n-isometries are.

The proof is based on the following

2.9. Lemma. The n-pairing corresponding to the n-isometry (90, u, z) is special if and

only if z2 = z.

Proof. If 90 = 90, © 9C2 and the pairing 8: 90® 90 -> S"+1 is given by the matrix

(oo). where v is a duality, then, as can be easily seen, the corresponding «-isometry

(90, u, z) is the following

/        0 v\ (0      0  \

M~i(-i)"+V   oj'     z"lo   i*J-

But then clearly z2 — z.

Conversely, suppose we are given an «-isometry (90, u, z) satisfying z2 = z. By

Theorem 1.7, there exists a virtual complex <tyl and S-maps /,: 3), -»90 and w,:

90 -» ^j, such that w, ° /', = l^, i, ° w, = z. Since z2 = z, we can apply Theorem 1.7

again and obtain a virtual complex °1)2 and S-maps ¡2: ^2 -» 90 and 7r2: 90 -» ^2

satisfying 772 ° i2 = 1^ , /'2 ° w2 = z. These relations imply

í, o 77, + ;'2°7T2= Lx.

Hence

1T2 « /',  = 7T2 o (/,  » 7T,  + Í2 o 772) ° I,  = TT2 ° /,  + TT2 ° í,.

Therefore w2 ° /', =0 and similarly n] ° i2 = 0.

Consider the S-maps /: 90 -» ^, © % and g: ^, © % -» 90, where /= 77, © 772

and g is determined by ¿, and i2. The relations between iv and 77„, appearing in the

previous paragraph, mean that / and g are S-equivalences inverse to each other.
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We have

Z o i,   =  i,  o 77,   o ¡]   =  (',, Z ° ¡2 =  ¡i   o 7T1   o ¡2 = 0,

U o (/,  ® /,) = U ° (z « /',  ® /',) = U ° (/,  ® Z ° /',) = 0,

U « (j2 ® ¿2) = M » (l2 ® Z » I2) = H o (z o i2 ® i2) = 0,

[«°(/,®/2)]'=(-ir+,«°('2®M).

Therefore g defines a congruence between the given isometry and the isometry

(ty, U, Z), where *% = 6b] © ^2 and Í/ and Z are given by the matrices

(° (-o"V) and (i,, o\
U        o     / loo/

respectively, where v = (-l)"+lw ° (i2 ® /',). Hence v is a duality. The «-pairing

corresponding to the isometry (%,U,Z)\s, given by the matrix (¡J¡j), as can easily be

checked by direct computation, and is therefore special. This proves Lemma 2.9.

Proof of Lemma 2.8. Suppose (90„, 8V), v = 1,2, are contiguous spherical «-pair-

ings and let (90„, m„, z„), v = 1,2, be the corresponding «-isometries. According to

the definition of contiguity of pairings, there exists an S-map a: 90, ®902^>S"+I

such that the pairing £ on 90 = 90, © 902, given by the matrix

/     0, a      \

\(-\)"a'     (-1)"^)'

is special. Define the S-maps <p: 90, -» 902, \p: 902 -♦ 90, by the condition

"2 ° (1st, ® «p) = (-1)"+1«' = «i ° (V' ® k,)-

Consider the pairing Í7: 90 ® 90 - S"+1 and the S-map Z: 90 -» 90 given by the

matrices

(o   -°J  -  C   I).
respectively. It is easy to see that the triplet (90, U, Z) is an n-isometry and that this

isometry corresponds to the pairing |. Since £ is special, Lemma 2.8 implies Z2 = Z.

But the S-map Z2: 90 -» 90 is given by the matrix

|z2 + i//°<p <p°z,+z2°<)p\

Z\ ° \¡/ + \p ° z2      z\ + <p ° \p J

Setting the elements of this matrix equal to the corresponding ones in the matrix

defining Z, we get

Z,  = Z2 + ^ o <p, <p = ff o Zj  + z2 o <p(

\p = Z,  o ^ + \¡i ° Z2, Z2 = Z2 + <p ° \p.
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After obvious modifications, these relations yield (II) and (III) from 2.2. The relation

(I) from 2.2. follows automatically from the construction. This proves the lemma in

one direction.

Conversely, suppose (90„, uv, z„), v = 1,2, are contiguous «-isometries. Suppose

we are given the S-maps <p: 90, -» 902, t|/: 902 -» 90, satisfying conditions (I), (II),

(III) of subsection 2.2. Consider the triple (90, U, Z), where 90 = 90, © 902 and the

maps U: % ® 90 - S"+\ Z: 90 -» 90 are given by the matrices

\ 0      -u2j \ ^     z2j

respectively. An easy verification shows that this triple is an «-isometry. Moreover,

relations (II) and (III), as above, imply Z2 — Z and this in turn shows, by Lemma

2.8, that the spherical pairing corresponding to the isometry (90, U, Z) is special.

But the spherical pairing corresponding to (90, U, Z) is (90, 0), where 8 — U ° (l,x-

® Z). A simple calculation shows that 0 is given by the matrix

/0, a      |

where   0, = h, ° (LX[ ® z,),   82 = u2 ° (l%i ® z2),   « = «,» (1%| ® ^),   ß =

-«2 o (Lx.  ® (p); it follows from (I) of 2.2 that ß = (-l)V. Therefore the spherical

pairings (90,, 0,) and (9O2,02) are contiguous, but they were the ones, which

corresponded to the given isometries.

The lemma is proved.

2.10. Lemma. Suppose that (90„, 0„), v = 1,2, are two spherical n-pairings satisfying

conn 90 „ > r, v = 1,2. // i«ey are R-equivalent, then there exists a sequence of

spherical n-pairings (%ij,), (%, tj2),. .. ,(6Km, ijm), 5wc« /«ai (% tj,) = (90,, 0,),

(^m, T/m) = (902, 02), for each i the pairings (<?),., tj,) a«a" (%+,, r/,+,) are contiguous

and also conn6^, > r, i = 1,2,...,m.

Proof. Since the pairings (90,, 0,) and (902, 02) are Ä-equivalent, there exists a

sequence of spherical pairings

(2„!,),(!£2,|2).(Zk,ik),

such that (2,, £,) and (2;+1, |,+1) are contiguous for all /' and (%x, £,) = (90,, 0,),

(Zk, tk) = (902, 02). Consider the 27V-fold suspensions 22N('ïi, £,) = (22A%, y,),

where N is so large that for all / we have the inequalities

(1) 2N + conn 2, > length 2, - 2,

(2) 3(2N + conn 2,.) > n + 4N + 1 ̂  6.

In view of the first one and by Corollary 1.6 we can assume, without loss of

generality, that 22,v2/ is a true complex. Also using the obvious relation dim 2, = «

— conn 2,, we get dim 22A/2, = n + 2N — conn 2,. We have the inequality

(3) 2dim22A/2,<2(« + 4A0.
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Indeed, this inequality is equivalent to 2N + conn 2, 5* 0, which follows from (2).

Inequality (3) implies, by the suspension theorem [18, Chapter 8] that the S-map

y,:22A/2,®22A% ^ Sn+4N+]

may be presented as a continuous map which we shall denote by the same symbol.

Put r, = min ,.(2 TV + conn 2,), «, = « + 47V.

Using Theorem 3.14 in [7] and the terminology used there, we can say that the

pairings y, and yk are ^-equivalent in 2r n. But these pairings actually belong to

2r+2A, n so that Theorem 3.14 in [7] immediately yields that they must be Ä-equiva-

lent in 2r+2JVn as well. Therefore, there exist (r + 2/Y)-connected complexes

9",,... ,5, and spherical pairings f,: % ® %, -> S"1 + ' such that

(5„r,) = 22"(9O„0,) = (22"2„y,),     (ff,,:,) = 22"(9O2,02) = (22%,yJ,

the pairings f, and f,+1 being contiguous for all /'= 1,2,...,/ — 1. In Stab0 we can

consider the «-pairings 2"2A,(?T(, f,), i= 1,2,...,/. Clearly they satisfy all the re-

quired conditions.

The lemma is proved.

2.11. The proof of Theorem 2.6 is now obtained by bringing together Theorem 3.14

in [7] with Lemmas 2.8 and 2.10. We need only use the trivial remark that any

spherical «-pairing (90; 0) on a virtual complex 90 with conn 90 > r, where 3r > « +

1 s* 6 is congruent to a pairing on a true r-connected complex presented by a

continuous map. Indeed, in this case dim 90 a*« — r and length90< n — 2r.

Corollary 1.6 now implies that 90 is a true complex. Further, as in the proof of

Lemma 2.10, 0 may be presented as a continuous map.

In the sequel we shall use the following equivalent restatement of Lemma 2.10.

2.12. Lemma. Suppose (90„, «„, z„), v = 1,2, are two n-isometries with conn 90„ > r.

If they are R-equivalent, then there exists a sequence of n-isometries (^ v¡, z¡),

i =1,2,...,m, such that (%, «„ z\) = (90,, a„ z,), (%, vm, z'm) = (902, w2, z2),

/or every /' fne isometries (^,, u,, z,') awJ (^¡+,, u,+ 1, z,'+1) are contiguous and also

conn^ > r, i = 1,2,... ,w.

3. Dualized spaces. In this section we consider an auxiliary homotopy problem.

Here we make essential use of the results of [8].

3.1. Assume a certain integer a 3s 3 is fixed. By a dualized space, we mean a pair

(X, v), where A is a (a — l)-connected finite CW-complex with base point and v:

X A X -» S2q+i is a continuous map such that

(a) v is a duality,

(b) v' is homotopic to —v.

Here v': X A X -> S2q+ ' is the composition of the map interchanging factors and v.

To each dualized space we now assign an algebraic object consisting of

the groups A and B,

the homomorphism a: A ® Z2 -» B,

the forms I: T(A) ® T(A) -> Q/Z and^: B® B -► Z4.

Here T(^) denotes the torsion subgroup in A.
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The groups A and B are defined as follows: A = Hq( X) while B = a+2( X) is the

(q + 2)th stable homotopy group. To define a consider the composition Hq(X) -»

trq(X) -» a +2( A), where the first homomorphism is inverse to the Hurewicz homo-

morphism (which in the given case is an isomorphism), and the second one is the

composition with the non trivial element of the group oq+2(Sq) = Z2. This composi-

tion is of order 2 and thus determines a homomorphism A ® Z2 -» B, which is taken

to be a.

Now let us define /. Suppose x, y G T(A) = Tors Hq(X). Let z G Hq+x(X; Q/Z)

be some class mapped into x by the Bockstein homomorphism corresponding to the

extension 0 -> Z -* Q -> Q/Z -> 0. Then l(x ® y) = (v*j, z Aj)eQ/Z, where

j G rY2<?+1(S2<?+1) is the fundamental class. Then /is a well-defined form.

The form <// is defined as the composition

5 ® Ä = oq+2(X) ® oq+2(X) -> o2q+4(X A X) %a2q+4(S2q+]) = Z24,

where the first homomorphism is the exterior product. As shown in [8, §6], the group

B possesses an exponent which divides 4, so that \p assumes values in Z4 C Z24.

The collection (A, B, a, I, \p) will be referred to as the algebraic invariant of the

dualized space (A", v).

Now suppose we are given two dualized spaces (A,, u,) and (X2, v2), and let/:

A, -* A"2 be a continuous map. Define the continuous map /: A2 -> A", by putting

Vll^/I-Vi/Alj.

Since ü| is a duality, this uniquely determines the S-homotopy class {/} and since

our assumptions include the fact that A", and A"2 are (q — l)-connected and self-dual

in S2q+l, they are homo topically (q + 1 )-dimensional, so that by the suspension

theorem we have [A"2, A",] = {A2, A",} for q > 3. Thus / is well defined up to

homotopy.

Suppose (Av, Bv, av, /„, ^„), v = 1,2, is the algebraic invariant of the dualized

space (Xv, v„). The map /induces homomorphisms

A(f):A]=Hq(Xl)^A2 = Hq(X2),

B(f):Bl =aq+2(Xl)^B2 = oq+2(X2),

while the map/induces the homomorphisms A(f): A2 — Ax, B(f): B2 -> Bv Thus

to every map /: A, -» A"2 we have assigned four homomorphisms A(f), B(f), A(f),

B(f).

3.2. Theorem. I. The algebraic invariant (A, B,a, l,4>) of every dualized space

( X, v) satisfies the following conditions:

(a) A is a finitely generated A belian group;

(b) the sequence

O^A ®Z2^B^Hom(A;Z2) -» 0,

where ß(b)(a) = \p(b ® a(77(a))), b G B, a G A, and it: A -» A ® Z2 is the projec-

tion, is exact;
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(c) the pairing I is nondegenerate;

(d) the pairings I and \p are (- \)q+ ^-symmetric;

(e) the composition

1 T! a

B-A ^A ®Z2^B

coincides with multiplication by 2. Here for b G B, y (h) is defined by the condition

4¿(b ® a(77(a))) = l(y(h) ® a) for all a G T(A).

II. Every collection (A, B, a, /, \p) satisfying conditions (a)-(d) of statement I is the

algebraic invariant of a certain dualized space.

III. Suppose (Av, Bv,av,ll/,\¡iv) is the algebraic invariant of the dualized space

(Xv,vv), v = 1,2. Let f: A, -> X2 be a continuous map. Then the homomorphisms

A( f),B(f ), A(f),B(f) satisfy the following conditions:

(a) the following diagrams are commutative:

A(f)®\ A(f)»\

AX®Z2 -»        ^2®Z2        Ax ®Z2 <- A2 ® Z2

at I | a2 •*■ ai i a2

üi —* Bj ö| <— B
»</) B(f)

(b)^o(B(f)®\Bi) = ^2o(lBi®B(f));

(c)

'.^(/)U«lnJ='2'(^84/)U)'

IV. (/«o'er i«e assumptions of statement III, f ~ 0 if and only if A(f) = B(f) =

A(f) = B(f) = 0.
V. // (/1„, ¿?„, a„, /„, t//„) is i«e algebraic invariant of the dualized space ( A„, t>„),

p = 1,2, then for any system of four homomorphisms <p: Ax -» /12, £: 5, -> 52, <p:

/42 -> ̂ 4,, |: 52 -» Bx satisfying the conditions:

(a) the following diagrams are commutative:

y4,®Z2       ->       ^42®Z2 Ax ®Z2       <-      A2®Z2

5, 2?2 Bx B2

(b)*, o(£® lS|) = ^2°(lB2®|);

(c) 'i ° (* Itx^») ® ^(^o) = l2 ° Oty^i ® «P It-m,)).
/«ere e.ráí,s a m^ /: A, -» A2 swc« that

A(f) = <p,       B(f) = t,       A(f) = y,       B(f) = l

3.3. Proof of statement I. Statement (a) is obvious. To prove (b), note that the

Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence yields the exact sequence

0 - Hq(X) ® Z2^oq+2(X) ^Hq+x(X; Z2) - 0.
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The pairing v defines the homomorphism

li: Hq+x(X;Z2) -> Hq(X;Z2) = Hom(A; Z2),

acting according to the formula

H(x)(y) = vt(x Ay) G H2q+x{S2q+[;Z2) = Z2,       y&A.

Since v is a duality, ju is an isomorphism. It remains to note that ß = ix ° k, and to

substitute into the exact sequence written above.

To prove (c) consider the commutative diagram

Hq+X(X;Q)        t Hom(/i;Q)

Hq+X(X;Q/Z)      $        HomU;Q/Z)

I O, 7T2  I

T(A) 4     Hom(r(>4);Q/Z)

I I

0 0

where a, and 77, are the coefficient homomorphisms, a2 is the Bockstein homomor-

phism, 772 is the restriction homomorphism to T(A) and 8X, S2 act according to the

formulas

ôx(x)(a) = v*(xAa),       x G Hq+X(X; Q), a G A,

82{y)ia) = i>*0 A a),       ^ G Hq+X(X;Q/Z), aŒA.

The homomorphism Ô3 is well defined if we require the commutativity of this

diagram. It coincides with the homomorphism associated with the form /. Since v is a

duality, Ô, and S2 are isomorphisms. The five-by-five lemma implies that 83 is an

isomorphism, which implies that / is nondegenerate.

Statement (d) follows from v'-v.

The proof of (e) will be based on statement (c) of part I of Theorem 6.3 in [8]. If

we use the notations introduced there, in order to establish (e) it suffices to prove

that the composition a4X ° a34 coincides with y. (Here we tacitly imply that Fx = A,

F3 = B.) Indeed, according to the definition of the form /, for a G T(A) and b G B

we have l(a4X(a34(b)) ® a) = v,(a34(b) ® a) G H2q+x(S2q+x; Q/Z) = Q/Z.

Clearly this coincides with v^(b A ax3(a)) = \p(b ® ax3(a)). But ax3 = a ° 77. Hence

l(a4X(a34(b)) ® a) = t(b ® a(Tr(a)))

for all a G T(A) and therefore y(b) = a4X(a34(b)) by the definition of y. Now

statement (e) follows from I.c in Theorem 6.3 (see [8]).

This proves statement I.

3.4. Proof of statement II. We will use Theorem 7.2 of [8]. Put Fx — A,

F2 = Hom(^4; Z), F3 = B, F4 = Hom(A; Q/Z). Suppose aX3: Fx — F3 coincides with

a o 77. Assume a34: F3 -» F4 is defined by the relation a34(b)(a) = \p(b ® a(77(a))) G

Z2 C Q/Z.
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Further let a4x: F4 -> Fx be defined as follows: for/G Hom(^; Q/Z) let a4,(/)

be an element of T(A) such that l(a4X(f) ® a) = /(a) for all a G T(A). Since the

form / is nondegenerate, a4, is well defined. Also define y: F2 ® Q -» F4 by the

formula y(g ® r)(a) = rg(a) mod Z, where g G F2, r G Q, a G A.

Then, as could be easily checked, all the assumptions of statement I of Theorem

6.3 in [8] will be satisfied, so that by statement II of the same theorem there exists a

finite (a — l)-connected complex A of dimension < q + 1 for which F¡(X) = F¡,

a, ( A") = a,- -, y(X) = y (here we use the notations introduced in §6 of [8]).

Now define the pairings

g,2:F, ®F2-Z,       a2, : F2 ® F, - Z,

a,4: F, ® F4 - Q/Z,       a4, : F4® Fx ^ Q/Z,        a33: F3 ® F3 - Z4.

Puta12(a®/) = -q2x(f® a) = -/(a), where a GF„/GF2. If g G F,, a G F, then

<7 i4(a ® g) = -°4i(g ® a) = -g(û)- Also put a33 = 4/.

Then all the properties indicated in statement I of Theorem 7.2 in [8] are satisfied

and, according to statement III of the same theorem, there exists a pairing u:

X A X -» S2<?+1 which induces the pairings a/; in the sense indicated in Theorem 7.2

of [8]. The pairing u is a duality since all the conditions stated in subsection 4.5 of [8]

hold. To prove u'-u, by statement II of Theorem 7.2 in [8] it suffices to show

that q~" = q"'j for all i, j such that a,y has been defined in §7 of [8]. But we obviously

have

tfi = 4ïu       tá = qun,       tá = q¡¡u       <74",' = <7,V

933 = (-l)*(í33)' = -?£•

On the other hand, g~" = -g,". By construction qX4 = -q4X, qX2 = -g21. This implies

q"j = g~" and therefore u'-u. Hence (X,u) is a dualized space. Clearly, its

algebraic invariant is the given set (A, B, a, I, \p).

3.5. Proof of statement III. The proof is quite simple. The commutativity of the

diagram in statement (a) immediately follows from definition. Properties (b) and (c)

follow from the relation vx ° (/ A 1* ) ~ «2 ° (1* A/), which is the definition of/.

3.6. Proof of statement IV. According to statement III of Theorem 6.3 in [8], to

prove / ~ 0 it suffices to establish that / induces the zero homomorphism on the

functors Hq, Hq+X, aq+2, Hq+X( ; Q/Z). If A(f) = B(f) = A(f) = B(f) = 0, we

have (for the first and third ones of these functors) the relations H ( f) = A(f) = 0,

aq+2(f) = B(f) = 0.
Suppose a G Hq(X2), b G Hq+x(Xx). Then

(v2*{aAp(b)),s)=(vl)l,(p(a)Ab),s),

where s G H2q+\S2q+]) is the generator. Since fj(a) = A(f)(a) = 0 we have

(v2*(a A/*(^))> i>= 0 for all a G Hq(X2). In view of the fact that v2 is a duality, it

follows that fj(b) = Hq+X(f)(b) = 0 for allé G Hq+x(Xx).

Now suppose a G Hq(X2) while b G Hq+x(Xx; Q/Z). In view of the fact that v2 is

a duality, in order to prove that /„.(b) = 0 it suffices to establish that

(v2*(aAf^b)),s)=0GQ/Z   for all a G Hq(X2).
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But

(S*(flA/".(*)),î)= (»„(/» A6),í)=0   sincera) =^t(/)(a) = 0.

This proves statement IV.

Note that in the proof we did not make use of the fact that B( f ) = 0. Actually

this condition is equivalent to the relation B( f ) — 0 by property (d) in statement

III, Theorem 3.2 and the fact (which follows from statement I of the same theorem)

that ^, and \p2 are nondegenerate. We shall need this last statement later and

therefore will now give its proof.

3.7. Lemma. Properties (d) and (b) from statement I of Theorem 3.2 imply that the

pairing \p is nondegenerate.

Proof. Suppose b G B is an element such that \p(b ® b') = 0 for all b' G B. Then

\p(b ® a(77(a))) = 0 for all a G A and therefore ß(b) = 0. Since the sequence in (b)

of Theorem 3.2 is exact, we have b = a(7r(a0)) for some a0 G A. But then

0 = *(<*(*(«„)) ® &') = (-1)?+VO' ® a(*(fl0))) = (-lf+'/WK)

for all ft' G 5. If 77(a0) ¥= 0 then we can find a homomorphism / G Hom(A, Z2)

such that /(a0) ^ 0. Since ß is an epimorphism, /?(//) =/ for some b' G B. Then

>£/(// ® a(77(a0))) = ß(b')(a0) =/(a0) ¥= 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore

77(a0) = 0 so that b = 0. This means that the map

asst//: 5 -> Hom(£;Z4)

associated with </> is injective. On the other hand, (d) implies that B is finite and has

an exponent which divides 4, so that the groups B and Hom(B; Z4) are of the same

order. Therefore ass \p is an isomorphism.

3.8. Proof of statement V. Assume that the homomorphisms (p, £, <p, £ possess-

ing the assumed properties are given. To construct the map / we shall use Theorem

6.3 in [8]. In particular, consider the functors F„ i = 1,2, 3,4, where

F, = Hq, F2 = Hq+x,F3 = oq+2, F4 = Hq+X( ; Q/Z).

Define the homomorphisms <p,: F,( A", ) -» F,( A2) in the following way. Put <p, = (¡p,

<p3 = £. Define the homomorphisms <p2 and <p4 by the following requirements:

9Î22° (1^^)®^) = 9^ o(<p® 1fî(*,)).

rö°(v,(x2)®<P4) = 9r4o(<p® ̂ ^^o)-

The constructions of the pairings qfj are given in §7 of [8]. Since v2 is a duality, these

requirements determine <p2 and <p4 entirely. By statement IV of Theorem 6.3 in [8],

for the existence of a map /: A", -» X2 satisfying F¡(f) = <p¡ it is necessary and

sufficient that the homomorphisms <p, commute with the natural transformations

«n^i^-fa.       a34:-r?3^Ft,        a4x:F4^Fx,       y:F2®Q^F4
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defined in §6 of [8]. In other words, we must check the relations

(3') a,3(A2) °<p, =<¡D3°a,3(A,),

(4) a34( A2 ) ° <p3 = <p4 o a34( A, ),

(5) a4X(X2)°<p4 = cpx °a4l(A,),

(6) y(X2)o(fp2®\Q)=q>4oy(xx).

The first one of them is equivalent to the commutativity of the first square in (a) of

statement III of Theorem 3.2. To prove the second one, let a G Fx(X2), b G F3( A",);

then

«7Í42 ° (a ® <p4 o a34(Xx)(b)) = qft ° (y(a) ® a34( Xx)(b)) (by the definition of <p4)

= 93°3' ° («,3(^,)(<p(a)) ® b) (by 7.2.1, (r) in [8])

= <$ ° (t(a,3( A2)(a)) ® 6) (by 3.2.111(a))

= Í332 ° M^X«) ® €(*)) (by 3.2.V(b))

= qU ° (a ® a34(A2)(<p3(ft))) (by 7.2.1, (r) from [8]).

Since v2 is a duality, this implies relation (4). The relations (5) and (6) are proved by

a similar argument.

Thus we have shown that there exists a continuous map /: A, -» A2 such that

F,-(/) = <P„ i =1,2,3,4. Hence A(f) = <p,B(f) = i The relation

»20(l.//)~».0(/AlJ

implies the relations

(?) rö ° (l^, ® F2(/)) = tfj o (f,(/) 0 l,i(jri)),

(8) 9» ° (Wa, ® F4(/)) = qU ° (f,(/) ® 1F4W).

Since F2(/) = <p2, F4(f) — <jd4, comparing (7), (8) with (1), (2) and the fact that u, is

a duality, we get F,(/) = A(f) = <p.  Further ^, ° (£ ® lfl|) = ^ c (i^ ® ¿) =

^2 o (lfl2® B(f)) = ^, o (B(f)® 1S|) and Lemma 3.7 implies £(/) = £

This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

4. Main result (the formulation with P-quintets). In this section we state and prove

the main result of this paper.

Suppose P = Z[z] is the polynomial ring.

4.1. A P-quintet is defined as a collection (A, B, a, l,\p) consisting of

P-modules/1 and B,

P-homomorphism a : A ®zZ2-> B,

the forms/: T(A) ®ZT(A) -> Q/Z and ^: B®ZB - Z4

if the following conditions hold:

(a) A is finitely generated by Z;

(b) the following sequence

«     ß
O^A ®Z2-*B^Homz(A;Z2) -> 0
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where ß(b)(a) = ¡p(b ® a(77(a))), b G B, a G A, and ir: A -» A ® Z2 is i«e projec-

tion, is exact;

(c) the pairing I is nondegenerate;

(d) pairings I and \p are e-symmetric;

(e) the composition

1 it a

B^A ^A ®Z2->B

coincides with multiplication by two. Here for b G B, y( b) is defined from the condition

i¡,(b ® tx(-n(a))) = l(y(b) ® a)

for all a G T(A);

(f) l(za ® b) = /(a ® z7>), a, ft G F(/l);

(g) ^(za ® b) = >P(a ® zè), a, b G B.

The number e, which may be 1 or -1, will be called parity of the P-quintet.

Two P-quintets (A„, B„, a„, /„, ipp), v = 1,2, of the same parity are called isomor-

phic, if there exist isomorphisms

<p:Ax^A2,       i:Bx^B2,

such that

/. = /20(«P|rM,)®«PlrW)'       *i=*2°(*®€)

and the diagram

<p®i
/1,®Z2 - y42 ® Z2

£, - B2

is commutative.

Two P-quintets (Ar, Bv, av, /„, \¡/p), v = 1,2, of the same parity are called contigu-

ous, if there exist P-homomorphisms

<p:Ax^A2,       i:Bx^B2,       <p:A2^Ax,       %:B2^BX

such that the following conditions hold:

(a) the following diagrams are commutative:

(p<8>l <p®l

yi, ®Z2       -      ,42®Z2 AX®Z2       -      A2®Z2

Bx B2 Bx B2

(b)^,o(í® iBi) = ^°(ifi;®¿);

(c) '. ° («P \ixaj ® ^t^)) = '2 ° (lr(^, ® <P lr(M);
(d) the homomorphisms <p°(p, <p ° <p, £ ° ¿, £ ° £ coincide with multiplications by

z • z = z(l - z) G P.
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The contiguity relation is reflexive and symmetric, but is not transitive. The

equivalence relation generated by contiguity on the set of P-quintets of parity e will

be called R-equivalence.

4.2. Theorem. For q > 4 there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set of

isotopy types of (q — \)-simple 2q-dimensional spherical knots in S2q+2 and the set of

R-equivalence classes of P-quintets with parity (-l)?+l.

The remainder of this section is devoted to proving this theorem.

4.3. By Theorem 2.6, the study of (q — l)-simple 2g-dimensional knots in S2q+1

reduces, for q > 4, to the study of 2g-isometries on the set of virtual complexes of

length < 2. Suppose (90, u, z) is such an isometry. Then conn90 3s q — 1 and by

Corollary 1.6 we may assume, without loss of generality, that 90 is a true complex.

Similarly, using the ordinary suspension theorem, we may represent the S-map u by

a continuous map 90 A 90 -» S2q+\ which shall be denoted by the same symbol. It

now follows from the definition of isometry, given in subsection 2.1, that the pair

(90, u) is a dualized space. Thus, from the point of view of the notions of Theorem

3.2, the isometry (90, u, z) is a dualized space (90, u) supplied with a map z: 90 -» 90

such that z = 1 — z = z (see 3.1). If we consider the algebraic invariant (A, B,a, I, \p)

of the dualized space (90, u) (see §3), then the map z defines a P-module structure

on the groups A and B. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that the collection (A, B, a, l,\p)

isaP-quintet of parity (-l),+ l. Thus each 2g-isometry(90, u, z), where length 90 < 2,

has been assigned a certain P-quintet of parity (-1)?+1.

4.4. Proposition. Every P-quintet of parity (-l)?+l corresponds to some 2q-isom-

etry (90, a, z) with length 90 < 2.

Proof. First let us use statement II of Theorem 3.2 in order to construct the

dualized space with a given algebraic invariant. We then apply statement V of

Theorem 3.2, where <p: A -> A and £: B -> B are the multiplications by z G P while

y: A -> A and £: B -» B are the multiplications by z = 1 — z G P. This will give us

the necessary isometry, concluding the proof.

4.5. Proposition. Two 2q-isometries on complexes of length < 2 are congruent (are

contiguous) if and only if the corresponding P-quintets are isomorphic (respectively

contiguous).

Proof. We may suppose that q > 3 (if not, make suspension ~2.2N for some N; see

§2). First consider the case of congruence. The fact that congruent isometries

determine isomorphic P-quintets is obvious. To prove the converse, assume that we

have two 2g-isometries (90„, uv, z„), v = 1,2, where 90, and 902 are true complexes

of length < 2, the P-quintets (Av, Bv, a„, /„, >//„), v = 1,2, corresponding to these

isometries being isomorphic. This means that there exist P-isomorphisms <¡p: Ax — A2,

£: Bx -» B2 possessing the properties indicated in the definition of quintet isomor-

phism (see subsection 4.1). Suppose the homomorphisms (p: A2 -* Ax, £: B2 -» Bx are

inverse to tp and £, respectively. Then for the four homomorphisms <p, £, <p, £ the
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assumptions of statement V of Theorem 3.2 hold, so that there exists a continuous

map /: 90, -* 902 satisfying

A(f) = 9,       *(/) = €,       A(f) = 4>,       B(f) = l

Since (p and <p are isomorphisms, / is a homotopy equivalence. Let us prove that w, is

homotopic to u2 ° (f A/). To do this, consider the map/: 902 -» 90, defined by the

relation u, ° (/Al4[) ~ u2 ° (1^ A/). Then A(fo f) = A(f) ° A(f) = <p o <p =

1_4. Similarly P(/° /) = 1B|. Since (f° f) ~/° f, we see that statement IV of

Theorem 3.2 together with the previous relations imply/ ° /~ 1% . But then

ii, ~«, o (/o /A lKi) ~«,o(/AlJo(/A LX])

~«2°(l5C2A/)o(/Al9Ci) = «2o(/A/).

It remains to prove that z2 ° f~f° z,. To do this, consider the difference z2 ° / —

f ° zx = g. We have

/1(g) = ¿(z2) ° A(f) -A(f)o A(zx) = z<p - <pz = 0

since qp is a P-homomorphism. Similarly B(g) = 0. Moreover, g = f° z2 — z, ° / =

/ o z2 — z, o /. Hence

/1(g) = ¿(/) o ¿(z2) - ^(z,) o A(f) = <pz" - z"«p = 0

since <p is also a P-homomorphism. We can show that B(g) — 0 in a similar way.

Now statement IV of Theorem 3.2 implies g ~ 0, so that z2 ° / ~ / ° z,.

This proves Proposition 4.5 in the case of congruence.

Assume that the 2g-isometries (90„, uv, zv), v = 1,2, where length 90„ < 2, have

contiguous P-quintets (Av, Bv, av, /„, \[/v). This means that there exist P-homomor-

phisms (p, £, 9, £ as in 4.1, satisfying the conditions listed there. These conditions

imply, in particular, the existence of a map /: 90, -» 902 such that

A(f) = <p,        B(f) = t,       A(f)=y,        B(f)=l

Also consider the map /: 902 -* 90, defined by the relation u, °(/Al9c)~

u2 ° Osc, A/). Since tp, £, (p, £ are module homomorphisms, by arguing as in the

case of congruence, we get

Z2°/~/oZ,, z,°/~/°z2.

Condition (d) in the definition of quintet contiguity (see subsection 4.1) implies

/°/~Zi°z",,       /°/~z2°z2.

This proves that contiguity of P-quintets implies the contiguity of the given

isometry. The converse statement is obvious.

4.6. Proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof is now immediately obtained by compar-

ing Theorem 2.6 and Propositions 4.4 and 4.5.
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